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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blender Games
Publisher:
Blender Games
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Louder Update:
Howdy folks, I keep revisiting all the games I launched adding compatibility updates when needed, performance updates when
possible and music every time I find a new beat that fits the game universe. UBERMOSH OST started with 7 tracks, has 15 now
and it keeps expanding. Today I launched SWARMRIDER OMEGA OST, with the heavier and faster track versions of the
classic SWARMRIDERS OST with 2 new tracks "Combustor" and "Trespass", Combustor goes following the lowtunned
180/360 bpm tracks of the OMEGA versions and Trespass aims for a microtonal texture experience. The classic
SWARMRIDERS got the ULTAKAAR microtonal track a few time ago and the MORTALITY track can be found inside
UBERMOSH OST folder since the Vol.5 launch. I am still working on more stuff and excited to show it as soon as possible.
Thousands of thanks for the support, Steam recommendations, Youtube videos, press reviews and hub feedback. It is hard to
express how glad I am to have the luck of sharing this game experience with such nice audience.
Hope you like the new content. See you soon.. R151 was made live:
Sorry for the delay, 151 was live last monday April 23:
MPQ 151!
 Experience Avengers Infinity War in Marvel Puzzle Quest!
 New Black Widow (Infinity War) leads the charge against Thanos.
 Much more coming soon!
 Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
 For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
 Thank you for playing!. Upcoming Update! Codename: Juicy!:

Greetings,

As some of you probably know, there is a very large update on its way, probably at the end of this week. Also known as the
juicy update.

There is a huge amount of changes to a lot of existing gameplay functions and a dozen new ones.

Here is a rundown of the changes:

 New Gamemode: The Skirmish game mode is on its way: Challenge the Maggot, Crow, Tyrant, Pharao and The
Talesteller in multiple Skirmish scenarios.
All the factions have their unique characteristics and tactics.

 Endless Survival Mode: Another new game mode suited for those who love to see how far they can get with their skill in
Nibû. Be challenged by hundreds of waves and try your best to survive as long as you can.
This mode will feature it's own Leaderboards!
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 Better villager AI: Finally after some updates on the villager AI, this version will target the pathfinding around very
narrow places, especially close to resource buildings

 Lots of new units, enemy buildings, and other exiting content.

 Map parameters: More customization in the normal game mode, as well as in all the other game modes.

 Improved graphics: Nibû continues to evolve, even in that field. Some of the maps have been reworked, and the new
ones feature lots of special

 Game balance: Lots of changes in game balance, costs have been reworked, waves changed. The game dynamic has
definitely changed for the better. This included changes in population costs as well.

 Resource systems are getting an update.

 Game difficulty range will adapt to appeal players from all backgrounds: Casuals, RTS veterans, City building fans will
be able to enjoy Nibû.

There are many more changes that I'll cover on the update log.

Feel feel to share your thoughts!
Enjoy the game and stay tuned for the juicy update!. Into Oblivion - Version 0.3 Update:
Hey, anonymous alcoholics! Today we are releasing the long-awaited (probably) beta update to v0.3! This includes a complete
overhaul of the rule system, swapping out the shots half-time for Midnight, and tons of tweaks. Like lots. Tutorial mode and
multiplayer are still not functional just yet but will be in the next update which should be in about two weeks or so.

We are expecting a launch in July after testing the next update. If you are a beta tester, please check out this version and let us
know of any bugs you find in single player mode. If you're not a beta tester but want to be, you can get a pre-purchase copy of
the game over at Itch[coaguco.itch.io].

We also update the Steam store page, the Itch.io store page, added a new gameplay trailer to reflect all the changes, and are also
getting the demo sorted out for folks to try.

Here is the change log, for those curious:

Added: master volume to options and hotkey

Added: new item - Booger

Added: 68 new drink recipes

Added: alternate sides shirt sprites so text shows up the right way

Added: other game ownership to menu

Added: additional vomit sprites for players 3 and 4
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Added: Midnight as a half-time game

Added: initial version of bot AI for dice

Added: correct backgrounds show when playing against bots

Added: bots talking shit before match

Added: two more tracks by Macabre Gandhi

Added: half-time badge animation

Changed: engine version to Godot 3

Changed: opening splash logo for Godot

Changed: new item images

Changed: item slug is now snail

Changed: rule structure for the game

Changed: play box sprite

Changed: all player positions to be more normal

Changed: rearranged HUD layouts for singleplayer and multiplayer

Changed: some achievements

Changed: updated shop item sprites

Changed: moved menu version text around

Changed: moved Steam message on menu

Changed: removed Residues and mixed them into Intoxicants

Changed: reduced vomiting "drunk heal" from 3 to 2

Changed: various modifications to bot AI

Changed: vomit sprites

Changed: round counter to show "dealing/bartending" turn

Changed: purchased items/cards from Shop are now Sleeve Cards

Changed: death animation slightly so player stumbles back

Changed: removed unused animations

Changed: removed shot taking half-time game
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Changed: match end message location and text

Fixed: sprite order for clothing

Fixed: missing check for achievement On The Edge when dying from vomiting

Fixed: file name for shop item sprites

Fixed: position glitch in loading animation

Fixed: minor miscount on shop item total

Fixed: incorrect count on Mixologist achievement

Fixed: missing global stat for Shots

Fixed: some grammatical and spelling errors in blurbs

Fixed: game updating match number during half-time

Fixed: missing money increase on winning a bet

Fixed: missing bot puke score updates

That's it for now! More soon!. SNIPER ELITE V2 REMASTERED Launches May 14th - Upgrade Discount Confirmed:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKB1ioeA988

Independent developer and publisher Rebellion today announced an official release date for Sniper Elite V2 Remastered on
Steam.. Update 3.0:
Dear Windscape friends,
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I'm very happy to announce the next content update which features a whole new island to discover. Embark on a dangerous
adventure deep inside the ruins of Maaki Desert where maze-like rooms, creepy enemies and many hidden secrets await. On top
of that you are now able to craft your own armor and a few new weapons.

The content update is now available - make sure your game is up-to-date before playing! If you'll find any bugs or have other
feedback, please report them by pressing F8 ingame.

Have much fun and please stay tuned for future updates,
Dennis. RPG Maker 2003 Update v1.12a:
Hi everyone! Just a quick update for RPG Maker 2003!

Fixed. patch v1.48:

 FIXED: Typos

 DELETED: Redundant flags

 FIXED: Following currencies are once again allowed: Argentinian Peso (ARS), Costa Rican Colón (CRC), Israeli New
Shekel (ILS), Kazakhstani Tenge (KZT), Kuwaiti Dinar (KWD), Polish Zloty (PLN),Qatari Rial (QAR),Ukrainian
Hryvnia (UAH), Uruguayan Peso (UYU),Vietnamese Dong (VND)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oh yeah, and we should probably also plug the upcoming DLC....

http://store.steampowered.com/app/592816/
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